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Abstract
In prostate cancer treatment, there is a move toward targeted interventions for biopsy and therapy, which has precipitated the need for precise image-guided methods for needle placement. This paper describes an integrated system for planning and performing percutaneous procedures with robotic assistance under MRI guidance. A graphical planning interface allows the physician to specify the set of desired needle trajectories, based on anatomical structures and lesions observed in the patient’s registered pre-operative and pre-procedural MR images, immediately prior to the intervention in an open-bore MRI scanner. All image-space coordinates are automatically computed, and are used to position a needle guide by means of an MRI-compatible robotic manipulator, thus avoiding the limitations of the traditional fixed needle template. Automatic alignment of real-time intra-operative images aids visualization of the needle as it is manually inserted through the guide. Results from in-scanner phantom experiments are provided.
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Introduction
Current therapies for the treatment of prostate cancer, such as radical prostatectomy or external beam radiation, are directed at the entire prostate. Newer approaches are beginning to become more focal or targeted, as can be seen with intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), dose-escalated brachytherapy, and focal cryotherapy. There are two major drivers for this trend, namely the rapidly increasing incidence of the disease (expected to double by 2015) and its low mortality (4-8%). Accurate navigation for the targeting of surgical instruments (e.g., biopsy and therapy needles), based on pre-operative trajectory plans and intra-operative guidance, is a challenging problem in image-guided therapy. MRI is an attractive choice for guiding needles to targets within the prostate due to its excellent soft tissue contrast, multi-parametric imaging protocols, high spatial resolution, and multiplanar volumetric imaging capabilities. The peripheral zone (PZ) can be seen in T2-weighted images and used to identify suspicious nodules. A multi-year clinical trial of MRI-guided prostate biopsy using an intra-operative open 0.5T MR imaging system (GE Signa SP) is described in reference [1].

In the last few years, a number of promising new multi-parametric imaging methods have emerged for detection of tumors in the prostate, including proton spectroscopy (MRSI), quantitative mapping of T2, dynamic intravenous gadolinium-enhanced MR, and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) [2–6]. Clinical studies are beginning to show
clear benefits for targeted approaches based on such image information in the detection and treatment of prostate cancer [7]. However, current clinical practice is still limited in its ability to reliably target needles within small soft-tissue targets on the order of 5 mm or less. Stereotactic frames and needle template guides are typically used to calibrate and constrain instrument motion, but often lead to inflexible guidance mechanisms and workflows. This paper introduces a system that integrates an interactive planning system and real-time imaging control interface with an MRI-compatible robotic assistant that acts as a dynamic needle guide for precise, yet flexible, targeted needle placement. Our clinical model is based on needle biopsy and prostate brachytherapy procedures that are currently performed under MRI guidance at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH) in Boston [8]. These procedures employ a needle template that is very similar to that used in transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided brachytherapy – a fixed guide consisting of a grid of holes spaced 5 mm apart, through which needles are inserted. The robotic system that has been developed in this work eliminates the constraints imposed by the template on trajectory resolution and needle orientation by providing a dynamic computer-controlled needle guide [9]. The system has been validated in phantom experiments and approved for a clinical trial in a transperineal prostate biopsy procedure.

The remainder of this section describes the clinical relevance of targeted needle placement and prior work related to robot-assisted needle placement with MRI guidance. The Materials and methods section describes the architecture of the robot-assisted system, which includes a planning interface and an MRI-compatible needle-positioning device, along with issues of calibration and control. This is followed by preliminary results from in-scanner phantom tests. Finally, conclusions and scope for future work are discussed.

Clinical relevance

One out of every six men in the United States will be diagnosed with prostate cancer at some point in his life [10]. The definitive method of diagnosis is core needle biopsy, and each year approximately 1.5 million core needle biopsies are performed, yielding approximately 220,000 new prostate cancer cases [10]. If the cancer is found to be confined to the prostate, then low-dose-rate permanent brachytherapy, performed by implanting a large number (50–150) of radioactive pellets/seeds into the prostate using thin needles (typically 18G), is a common treatment option [11]. A complex seed distribution pattern must be achieved with great accuracy in order to eradicate the cancer while minimizing radiation toxicity to adjacent healthy tissues. Over 40,000 brachytherapies are performed in the US each year, and the number is steadily growing [12]. Transrectal Ultrasound (TRUS) is the current “gold standard” for guiding both biopsy and brachytherapy due to its fast image acquisition rate, low cost, and apparent ease of use [13]. However, current TRUS-guided biopsy has a detection rate of 20-30% [14]. Furthermore, in TRUS-guided brachytherapy the implant procedure cannot be effectively monitored, as implanted seeds cannot easily be seen in the images. MRI seems to possess many of the capabilities that TRUS is lacking: It has high sensitivity for detecting prostate tumors, high spatial resolution, excellent soft tissue contrast, and multiplanar volumetric imaging capabilities [15]. Furthermore, MRI image registration techniques [16] allow images obtained before the day of the procedure to be used for intra-procedural targeting and planning. Therefore, MR imaging techniques that are sensitive to cancer but too time-consuming for intra-operative use, such as diffusion imaging [16] and spectroscopic studies [2, 5], as well as derived images designed to enhance specificity [17] or to incorporate knowledge of the most likely locations of tumors within the gland [18], can be used to full effect. The clinical efficacy of MRI-guided prostate brachytherapy and biopsy was demonstrated by D’Amico, Tempany and colleagues at BWH using a 0.5T open-MRI scanner to plan and monitor transperineal needle placement [8, 19]. The needles were inserted manually using a plastic guide comprising a grid of holes, with the patient oriented in the lithotomy position, similarly to the TRUS-guided approach. Zangos et al. used a transgluteal approach with 0.2T MRI, but did not specifically target the tumor foci [20], while Susil et al. described four cases of transperineal prostate biopsy in a closed-bore scanner, where the patient was moved out of the bore for needle insertions and then placed back in the bore to confirm satisfactory placement [21]. Beyersdorff et al. performed targeted transrectal biopsy in a 1.5T MRI unit with a passive articulated needle guide and have reported 12 cases of biopsy to date [22].

Needle misplacement

To the best of our knowledge, the accuracy of needle placement in transperineal prostate interventions has never been formally and quantitatively evaluated. Determining the accuracy of needle placement within the targeted tissue is difficult
using current forms of navigation and guidance techniques. We have conducted a number of preliminary studies to investigate the accuracy of needle placement during MRI-guided transperineal prostate biopsy at BWH. From this, a taxonomy of factors that contribute to lower-than-desired accuracy is being developed. In a retrospective analysis of 10 clinical cases, we measured the distances between the pre-planned targeted locations and the actual needle tip visible in Fast Gradient Recalled (FGR) MR images acquired intra-operatively. 18-gauge core biopsy needles were used in these cases. The mean distance between the pre-planned locations and the actual measured needle tip coordinates for all biopsy locations was found to be 6.5 mm [23].

These preliminary experiments indicate that, despite advances in image guidance and navigation systems, needle placement accuracy is still too low to enable reliable targeting of tissue targets smaller than 5 mm in diameter due to uncertainties introduced by misregistration, overly constraining needle templates, needle deflection, and tissue motion [23].

Robot-assisted needle placement with MRI guidance

Robotic assistance has been investigated for guiding surgical instruments in MRI, beginning with neurosurgery [24] and then turning to percutaneous interventions [25,26]. Chinzei et al. developed a general-purpose robotic assistant for open MRI [27], and Krieger et al. presented a 2-DOF passive, un-encoded and manually manipulated mechanical linkage to aim a needle guide for transrectal prostate biopsy with MRI guidance [28]. This device was visually servoed into position, using three active tracking coils, then the patient was moved out of the scanner for needle insertion. Other recent developments in MRI-compatible mechanisms include haptic interfaces for fMRI [29] and multimodality actuators and robotics [30].

Materials and methods

System architecture

The architecture of the MR-guided, robot-assisted percutaneous intervention system is shown in Figure 1. The three major subsystems, namely the planning environment, the MR scanner (GE Signa SP, Milwaukee, WI), and the motion-controlled robotic manipulator, are integrated as shown. The workflow is as follows:

1. Register pre-operative 1.5T MR images with pre-procedural 0.5T images \( I_{MRI} \).
2. Visualize the fused dataset and specify a set of biopsy targets. Image visualization and target planning are performed using the 3D Slicer (http://www.slicer.org) [31]. For each biopsy plan, the

![Figure 1. The percutaneous intervention system, comprising a planning sub-system, the MRT, and an MR-compatible robot.](image-url)
Physician specifies two points along the needle trajectory, namely a target and an entry point, by clicking directly on the images viewed in the 3D Slicer.

3. The robot is visualized in conjunction with the images and the biopsy plan, and positioning motions can be simulated and rendered on-screen for trajectory verification.

4. Calibrate robot to image space using a FlashPoint® optical tracking system.

5. Execute robot joint-space motion commands \((q, \dot{q}, \ddot{q})\) via an ethernet connection with the robot controller.

6. Robot motion proceeds and is continuously monitored and compared against a simulated robot motion model; any significant trajectory deviation halts motion.

7. Verify robot position by comparing the optically tracked needle guide position \((x_t)\) with the biopsy plan. Steps 4–6 are repeated until the positioning error is satisfactorily compensated.

8. Imaging plane coordinates \((s_{RT})\) corresponding to the plane of the needle are sent from the 3D Slicer to the scanner’s Real Time Control interface, and real-time images \((I_{MRI_{RT}})\) are acquired and displayed.

9. The needle is manually inserted through the needle guide, under real-time MR guidance (3–6s image update), and a biopsy sample is taken. Steps 4–8 are repeated until all target sites have been sampled.

Planning and needle targeting

This section describes image-based planning and interventional guidance methods that will be used during robot-assisted needle biopsy, based on current practice during open-MRI-guided prostate biopsy procedures at BWH. Prostate MRI at high field strengths, especially with combined endorectal and phased-array coils, provides images of high resolution and is used in prostate cancer staging as well as in the determination of extraprostatic disease. The T1- and T2-weighted images help to differentiate between post-biopsy hemorrhage and prostate cancer, which presents as a low T1 and low T2 lesion, while hemorrhage presents as a high T1 and low T2 lesion. Prior to MRI-guided prostate interventions, the information from pre-operative and pre-procedural images is registered, and target lesions are identified by a radiologist. Pre-operative and pre-procedural images are acquired in 1.5T closed-bore and 0.5T open-bore MR systems, respectively. A major difficulty in registration comes from the shape changes that can occur in soft tissues between imaging sessions. Such a shape change may, for example, be the result of changes in patient position necessitated by the procedures (the patient lies supine in the closed-bore MRI scanner, but in the lithotomy position within the open-bore scanner). A non-rigid registration method models basic biomechanical properties of soft tissue [16], and involves the following steps:

1. A 3D tetrahedral model of the entire prostate is created from segmented pre-operative 1.5T images;
2. The boundary surface of the capsule is extracted from this tetrahedral mesh and is registered to a corresponding capsule surface obtained from intra-operative images;
3. The surface point matches from step 2 are used as boundary conditions when solving a finite-element-based system of equations which models the volumetric deformation field within the gland; and
4. The volumetric deformation field from step 3 is used to interpolate pre-operative imaging data.

Once targets are identified and the biopsy procedure begins, we can provide the physician with feedback on the position of the needle relative to the targets. Real-time 2D FGR images of the prostate obtained throughout the biopsy procedure (3-second update rate) allow visualization of the prostate gland, rectum, bladder, catheter and needle position. However, these FGR images do not provide adequate contrast for visualization of sub-structures of the gland, namely the peripheral zone (PZ) and suspicious targets. These sub-structures are critical for precise biopsy sampling, and are provided by T2W images obtained before the procedure begins. The 3D Slicer effectively enables direct T2W visualization of the peripheral zone of the prostate with real-time FGR imaging visualized in the same frame of reference. Alternating views of the most recent real-time FGR and resampled T2W images are presented on a monitor in the bore of the scanner, with a delay of 1–2 seconds between the alternating images. In this way, the radiologist may see the needle artifact and its position relative to the PZ and suspicious foci, as shown in Figure 2, in order to verify needle placement.
For this work, we use a first-generation MRI-compatible robotic assistant developed by Chinzei and colleagues [27,32,33] for use in a Magnetic Resonance Therapy operating room (MRT) equipped with a GE Signa SP open-MRI scanner. The robotic device consists of five linear motion stages arranged to form a 2-DOF orienting mechanism attached to a 3-DOF Cartesian positioning mechanism. The base of the robot is mounted above the surgeon’s head in the open MRI magnet and two rigid arms reach down into the surgical field. The ends of the arms are linked to form a tool holder, which in this case is a linear needle guide (Figure 3(b)). There is a FlashPoint® optical marker attached to the needle guide, providing independent redundant encoding of end-effector pose, as shown in Figure 3(b-inset).

The mechanism is constructed almost entirely from non-ferrous, MR-compatible materials. The gantry frame is composed of aluminum and titanium elements, and each linear motion stage comprises plastic, titanium, stainless steel (YHD50) and beryllium-copper (Be-Cu) components. All sensors are optical and signals are transferred to and from the magnet room via fiber optics. Linear optical encoders measure the displacement of each motion stage with 20-μm resolution (Encoder Technology, Cottonwood, AZ). The actuators are ultrasonic motors (Shinsei travelling-wave USR60 USM) that contain no magnetic or ferrous components. The MRI compatibility of the robotic mechanism was evaluated in the open-MR scanner and found to produce no adverse effects. In fact, the robot created less field distortion than the body of the patient, as measured in reference [27].
Calibration and control

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the system, which includes three major sub-systems, namely the MRI scanner, the planning interface, and the robotic mechanism with its associated controller. The planning sub-system – implemented within the 3D Slicer – also acts as a user interface for supervisory control of the robot during the intervention. The true position of the needle guide – measured by an optical tracker – is used to correct the position of the robot, as shown in Figure 4, where $J(q)$ is an approximation of the manipulator Jacobian (long, flexible linkages introduce uncertainty), and $X^I$ is the distance between the desired needle-guide pose ($X^I$) and that measured by the tracking system in the image-space ($X^I$). $X^R$ is the position error of the needle guide in the robot’s frame of reference, while $A$ is the transformation between image and robot coordinate frames. $\Delta q$ is the resulting vector of joint displacements required to reposition the needle-guide and is computed as follows:

$$\Delta q = J^{-1}(q)AX^R = J^{-1}(q)AX^I^e$$

(1)

The matrix product $J^{-1}A$ is calibrated prior to the procedure. The joint controller performs digital PID control of each joint independently, at a rate of 1000 Hz. The two feedback loops shown in Figure 4 are applied iteratively until $X^I_e$ converges to within a predefined threshold. Once the needle guide is in position, MR scan plan coordinates are sent directly from the 3D Slicer to the scanning system’s Real Time Control interface (see $S_{RT}$ in Figure 1) for visualization of needle artifacts in real-time images (3- to 6-second image update).

Results of phantom experiments

Needle placement accuracy was quantified by targeting acrylic beads embedded in polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and gelatine tissue phantoms measuring approximately $9 \times 9 \times 11$ cm. The beads – each with a hole diameter of 3.5 mm – were embedded at depths of up to 9 cm from the inferior surface of the phantom. The tissue phantom was placed into a patient leg model, as shown in Figure 5a, and transferred into the MRI scanner in order to mimic the workspace available during the clinical procedure. Sterile draping was applied to both the patient model and the robot manipulator arms, as shown in Figure 5b. The phantom was scanned and the image volume imported into

![Figure 4. Robot control system block diagram.](image)

![Figure 5. Phantom experiments: (a) scale models of legs and PVC prostate phantom with embedded targets; (b) patient model and robot placement inside the scanner with sterile draping; (c) needle trajectories are interactively specified in the planning environment. [Color version available online.]](image)
the 3D Slicer for planning and placement, as described in System architecture above and shown in Figure 5c.

In this study, we attempted to place 21 needles (18G MRI biopsy needles, E-Z-EM, Inc.) into the centers of 10 beads from a variety of different trajectory angles. Ten needle trajectories were chosen to lie straight along the inferior-superior axis, while the remaining 11 needles were placed at a variety of oblique angles. Target sites were selected from pre-procedural images of the phantom and were placed at the mouth of each bead, as illustrated in Figure 7(b). Placement accuracy was measured as the shortest lateral distance between the target point and the needle shaft; the depth of placement was not considered, since this is manually controlled by the physician. Needle visualization and placement are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. (a) Real-time image visualization in the Slicer interface during needle insertion; (b, c) MRI images of needle placement in the phantom; and (d) the target phantom. [Color version available online.]

Figure 7. Needle placement accuracy measured during phantom experiments: (a) placement error for 10 straight needle trajectories and 11 oblique trajectories; (b) a schematic showing the top view and dimensions of the target beads and error measurement.

Table 1. Measured needle placement accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trajectory type</th>
<th>Average error [mm]</th>
<th>Standard deviation [mm]</th>
<th>RMS error [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Straight needles (N=10)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblique needles (N=11)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All needles (N=21)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Targeting errors are plotted in Figure 7a and summarized in Table 1.

Discussion

We have developed an integrated planning system and a robotic assistant that acts as a dynamic needle
guide for percutaneous interventions in the prostate. This approach helps to simplify workflow by providing an interactive “point and click” trajectory-planning interface and an MRI-compatible robotic mechanism for precise, yet flexible needle placement for targeted interventions. In-scanner phantom tests have been performed in order to validate system performance and needle placement, and preparations are underway for a clinical trial.

In phantom experiments, the system consistently placed needles within 2 mm of their intended targets in a tissue phantom. System performance is dependent on accurate calibration between the optical tracker and the image coordinate space, as is also the case for all clinical cases undertaken in the MRT. An image-based registration and tracking approach would be preferable, and can be incorporated into our present system architecture. The advantage of such a visual servo approach is that the image and device coordinate systems are explicitly registered, as opposed to a “register and shoot” approach that is dependent on calibrated external sensors.

The system is based on a modular and extensible architecture that will be used as a testbed for the development of novel image-based navigation and visual servo techniques in open- and closed-bore MRI scanners, in order to be extended to other applications of MRI-guided percutaneous therapy in the future. The methodology developed in this work is now being transferred to a closed-bore magnet. A second-generation robotic needle placement mechanism was designed to fit into a closed-bore magnet with the patient, while being controlled remotely by the physician. This concept is shown in Figure 8. The system will inherit the workflow, planning interface and software architecture developed in this work.

An important aim of this work is to develop techniques for validating new methods of image-based diagnosis and tumor identification, including multi-parametric and molecular imaging techniques, such as those based on Carbon-13 or other tracers. Whole-gland resection and analysis is not feasible for such validation; therefore, precise image-driven tissue sampling for subsequent histological analysis and correlation is needed.
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